
Estate planning, much like getting an annual physical or doing your 
taxes, is an essential activity that most people would rather avoid. While 
it’s easy to put it off  indefinitely, having a concrete estate plan will not 
only give you greater peace of  mind, but will save your family and loved 
ones considerable work and stress later.

Many people think of  estate planning as something only for the afflu-
ent, but everyone can benefit from estate planning to some degree. If  you 
have a spouse, dependents or children young enough to need guardians, it 
is important to make sure your loved ones are provided for as you would 
like. For those with a spouse or partner of  the same sex, the tangle of  
state and federal laws makes careful planning to this end even more es-
sential. Additionally, if  you wish to leave specific items to particular ben-
eficiaries, or if  you have charitable objectives, proper planning can ensure 
your wishes are honored in an efficient, tax effective and straightforward 
manner.

This chapter will cover the basics of  estate planning considerations and 
assist you in compiling your important documents. For those with an es-
tate plan in place, it will be a good reminder to review your current plans 
and ensure they are still up-to-date.
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 Get Organized

The first step in creating a useful estate plan is to give careful consid-
eration to your objectives. You should think about what you would like 
your estate plan to accomplish. Your primary focus may be ensuring the 
transfer of  your assets is efficient, costs are minimized, and that certain 
assets pass to specific beneficiaries. Or your goals may be to reduce or 
eliminate estate taxes on your assets, to secure an efficient succession in a 
family business, to avoid or simplify probate, or to arrange for charitable 
gifts. Any and all of  these are excellent goals, and it is not uncommon 
for an individual to have multiple objectives in mind. Once you have your 
goals set, and have considered their priority, you will use them to shape 
your estate planning decisions.

Additionally, you likely want to take the concerns and wishes of  your 
family and beneficiaries into account. While you have the final say in 
the disposition of  your assets, open communication with your spouse, 
adult children, or other beneficiaries can help avoid surprises or disagree-
ments in the future. Presumably, you don’t wish to leave assets to those 
who don’t want or can’t use them. In addition, clear communication will 
give you a better sense of  your beneficiaries’ capability and responsibility, 
which may also shape your choices. (See Chapter 2 for more information 
on financial discussions with your adult children.)

After establishing your goals, the next step is to compile important per-
sonal documents and information. While you don’t have to put all of  the 
documents in the same place, you should have a master list, or table of  
contents, with the current location of  everything. To be safe, you should 
provide at least two trusted people (such as your spouse, financial adviser, 
or adult child) with the master list.

 
 ü   Estate Planning Documents: First you’ll want to collect your origi-

      nal estate planning documents. Your will is the primary one. If  you  
     don’t yet have a will, see the section on wills later in this chapter. 
      These documents may also include trusts you have created, an ad-
       vance medical directive or durable power of  attorney for health care 
      (see Chapter 3), a living will, a durable power of  attorney, and a per-
    sonal property memorandum. You will want to keep documents 
      related to your estate plan in a safe but accessible place.
  

 ü  Memorial Instructions: Consider drafting explicit instructions for 
    your memorial. These won’t go in your will, but having them re-
    corded in writing can be very helpful to whichever loved one will 
     organize such arrangements. It may be helpful to compile a list of  
     people who should be notified, especially if  you have family or fri- 
     ends who live far away or with whom you do not speak regularly. 
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      Other questions to consider: Do you want a funeral or ceremony of  
     any kind? If  so, what religious tradition, if  any, should preside, and 
      where should it be held? Who should be invited? Would you prefer a 
     donation to a cause or charity instead of  flowers? You should also 
     specify your wishes for your remains, if  any, such as burial, crema-
    tion or donation. These are unpleasant things to think about, but 
      the more choices you can make in advance, the fewer will be left for 
    those mourning you in the midst of  a time when the number of  
     decisions they face can seem overwhelming.
 

 ü  Personal Records: You should also assemble or note the location 
   of  your birth certificate, marriage certificate, divorce or separa-
    tion documents, pertinent death certificates, adoption papers, citi-
      zenship documents and military records. It is also wise to make cop-
    ies of  your driver’s license or state-issued ID, Social Security card, 
     health insurance and Medicare cards, and any organ donor cards or 
     information.
 

 ü  Other Personal Items:  If  there  are  any important  family  items, 
     such as heirlooms or photograph albums, that would not be readily 
     evident, you can also leave a list of  the location of  such items.
 

 ü  Legal and Financial Documents: Legal and financial documents 
    should also be readily available. Legal documents can include pre-
    nuptial or postnuptial agreements, employment agreements, LLC 
   or corporate documents, and leases or partnership agreements. 
    Financial documents should include copies of  your recent bank, 
    credit card and investment account statements; your original life   
        insurance policy; original stock and bond certificates; real estate doc-
     uments, including deeds, mortgages and title insurance policies; re-
     tirement accounts such as 401(k)s and IRAs; titles to cars, boats or 
        planes and corresponding insurance policies; liabilities, such as mort-
       gages and student loans; tax returns; and copies of  any recent inven-
     tories or assessments.
 

 ü  User-IDs and Passwords: It is also wise to take a moment to cre-  
     ate an updated list of  usernames and passwords or PINs for impor-
    tant websites, such as your primary email account or your online 
     banking portal. If  you store passwords in your browser, most will 
     allow you to export your saved list that can be opened in a spread-
     sheet program. If  you have wishes as to who should be responsible 
    for shutting down your various online presences, you should con-
     sider including these wishes in your estate plan.
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Once you have assembled all the relevant documents, you should create 
an accompanying contact list of  any relevant individuals. This list should 
include the person’s full name, their relationship to you, a current address, 
phone number and email. This list can include personal contacts, such as 
your current and former spouses, parents and step-parents, children and 
grandchildren, siblings, and close friends in the area (especially if  family 
members are far away) as well as professional contacts, such as your at-
torney, accountant, investment adviser, stockbroker, insurance agent or 
trust officer.

Your contact list and documents should be stored in a secure place, 
such as a personal fire- and waterproof  safe. If  you choose to store any 
or all of  them in a safe deposit box, make sure the key is accessible and 
that someone has a durable power of  attorney or is on the list of  those 
who can access the box. Should the need arise, you will want someone to 
have immediate access.

You may also want to consider arranging for an inventory of  your as-
sets. A property inventory catalogs what you own so nothing is forgotten, 
by you in your estate plans or by your beneficiaries later. An inventory can 
also assist you in tax planning, help you keep track of  fluctuating values 
for pieces such as art or antiques, and allow you to create very specific 
wills or trusts. However, if  you have minimal physical property, or if  you 
intend to bestow your estate in its entirety to only a few individuals, an 
inventory may not be necessary.

When proceeding with an inventory, group your assets by type. Catego-
ries could include:

 
• Bank accounts/money market accounts/certificates of  deposit

• Personal belongings, such as jewelry, artwork and furnishings

• Real estate, including your primary residence

• Retirement accounts

• Stocks and brokerage accounts

• Business interests, including digital assets such as websites or do-
    mains

• Patents, royalties and copyrights
 
All of  this preparation is important, but perhaps the most important 

step – and often the hardest – is initiating a discussion with your family 
or loved ones. While some may be resistant to making such plans, it’s im-
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portant that they be able to discuss your wishes with you while you’re still 
in a position to communicate clearly. The more normal such discussions 
become, the easier they will be in the future should things change or need 
to be revised. Don’t wait for your loved ones to ask; the burden is on you 
to begin these conversations.

Types of  Property Transfer
 
Once you have prepared your lists of  property, you can begin to con-

sider how you would like to go about transferring the assets to your heirs. 
Generally, your assets will pass through probate, a process in which the 
court validates and then oversees the operation of  your will or, if  no valid 
will is found, applies the law to distribute your assets. However, certain 
non-probate events can bypass this process.

Being able to transfer property or assets without going through pro-
bate has several advantages. It will generally save time and expense. Ad-
ditionally, it will keep your affairs private – probate proceedings expose 
assets to public scrutiny.

How much should you disclose in discussing your estate 
plans with family?

It is important to discuss your estate plan, but the amount and 
type of information you divulge may depend on the relation-
ships you have. If you have reservations about sharing details, 
consider simply providing an overview so your heirs under-
stand your goals. You can offer more details to a select few with 
whom you are more comfortable sharing information. At least 
two people, preferably including your executor or other fidu-
ciaries, should know the location of important documents and 
should have access to logins and passwords. 

-MK

Melinda's Advice
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Avoiding Probate

Joint Tenancy With Right of  Survivorship

What, then, are some common ways to avoid probate? One of  the 
most common is joint tenancy with right of  survivorship (sometimes just 
called “joint tenancy” or JTWROS). In this form of  property ownership, 
all tenants have an equal right and an equal liability to the owned asset. At 
the death of  one of  the tenants, the property passes directly to the other 
tenant(s) without being subject to probate. While many spouses use this 
form of  property ownership, it’s important to realize the potential down-
sides. Your co-tenants can block your wishes for the property, whether by 
obstructing a sale or ignoring your wishes after your death without legal 
ramifications. Your fellow tenants should be not only people you wish to 
benefit, but people who are also responsible and with whom you com-
municate well.

Tenancy By the Entirety

In some states, property may be owned as tenants by entirety. This 
type of  titling is specifically for married couples and allows them to own 
the property as a single legal unit. When property is owned under such 
titling, creditors of  an individual spouse may not go after an interest in 
the property unless they are creditors of  both spouses. Similar to joint 
tenancy with right of  survivorship, the property passes directly to the 
surviving spouse without being subject to probate at time of  death. Note 
that only 26 states currently allow for this type of  titling and of  those 26 
states, some allow for tenants by entirety ownership only for real estate, 
not bank and investment accounts.

Revocable and Irrevocable Trusts

Another common method of  avoiding probate is the use of  trusts. 
While trusts have a colloquial association with only the wealthiest tier of  
society, they can be a useful tool for any individual who might choose to 
exercise greater control over the way assets are transferred. A revocable 
living trust allows you to avoid probate, while giving you, as the grantor, 
significant control and flexibility. This is because transferring property 
into a revocable trust puts the assets under the trust provisions, but still 
allows you, as the grantor, to reclaim the property and change the benefi-
ciaries at any time while you are alive. When you die, the trust provisions 
will determine the beneficiaries of  the trust property without involving 
probate. However, for tax purposes, the property is still included in your 
estate as though it were owned by you personally, potentially creating an 
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estate tax liability. An irrevocable trust provides a greater tax shelter, but 
at the cost of  a revocable trust’s flexibility. Once an irrevocable trust is 
created and you transfer assets into it, you may not retrieve those assets. 
By transferring property into an irrevocable trust, the assets are no longer 
considered to be owned by you personally, and are therefore usually not 
part of  your estate for tax purposes (although you may have to pay gift 
tax, or use your lifetime gift tax exemption, when assets are contributed 
to an irrevocable trust).

Other Trusts

Depending on precisely what you want to achieve, there are many dif-
ferent types of  trusts and they can be written to meet your specific needs. 
Certain types may be relatively expensive to draft or administer, so you 
should consult a professional when deciding what trust is most appropri-
ate for your situation, as well as during the organization process. Trusts 
are useful, but they can also be complicated. In some circumstances, oth-
er probate-avoiding vehicles may be more suitable.

It’s also good to bear in mind that not all trusts result in non-probate 
transfers. For example, testamentary trusts are trusts created by a person’s 
will. They take effect at the time of  death. With testamentary trusts, as-
sets are subject to probate; hence, a testamentary trust would not be ap-
propriate if  your goal is to avoid probate.

Direct Beneficiary Designation

Another way to avoid probate is through property that allows you to 
designate a beneficiary directly. A life insurance policy generally allows 
you to appoint specific individuals. Similarly, you can designate beneficia-
ries for retirement accounts, shielding the assets in the account from pro-
bate. A medical savings account (MSA) or health savings account (HSA) 
will also allow you to name a beneficiary, should you die with money still 
in your account. If  this beneficiary is your spouse, the money is trans-
ferred not only out of  probate, but also tax-free. 

You can also set up a payable-on-death (POD) account or transfer-on-
death (TOD) account in order to avoid probate. These are more or less 
the same; POD accounts are usually bank accounts while TOD accounts 
are usually investment or brokerage accounts. With these accounts, you 
are given the option to name a beneficiary who receives the balance of  
your account upon your death without having to go through probate. 
Until that time, the beneficiary has no rights to the account. You can 
name multiple beneficiaries, provided you include percentages for how 
the assets should be divided. Additionally, the beneficiary can be changed 
at your discretion but it must be done directly; it can’t be accomplished in 
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your will. For POD and TOD accounts, rules vary by state so be sure to 
research thoroughly before proceeding.

Whenever you name a beneficiary for your account, you should be 
mindful of  common errors to avoid. Though this may seem simplistic, 
don’t name a beneficiary who is impossible to identify or contact. Specify 
the beneficiary’s full, legal name, and make sure that the contact informa-
tion for that person stays current. You should also avoid simply listing a 
beneficiary “as per my will.” Though this may seem a handy way to make 
sure your beneficiary designations stay up-to-date, many custodians are 
reluctant to accept it, and it can create confusion should your will be un-
available or otherwise unusable. This practice can also force your assets 
into probate, which is what you presumably hoped to avoid in the first 
place. In cases where you have more than one beneficiary on the same 
account or property, specify percentages, not amounts. If  the asset’s value 
changes, the specified amounts may not add up to 100 percent of  the 
asset, which can lead to lopsided distributions or conflicts between ben-
eficiaries. You should also be sure you understand all legal requirements, 
especially on the state level. For example, children under the age of  ma-
jority cannot be retirement plan beneficiaries, but the age of  majority var-
ies from state to state. Don’t forget to consider the tax consequences for 
yourself  and your beneficiaries, especially if  you select a beneficiary who 
is not your spouse. Finally, remember to review your choices periodically 
to be sure the listed beneficiaries are who you wish them to be, and that 
their contact information is still current.

Life Estate

If  you wish to transfer real property without going through probate, 
you also have the option to establish a life estate. A life estate is a kind 
of  joint ownership, where you retain the right to live in or control the 
property during your lifetime and the property passes to your intended 
heir (called “the remainderman”) at your death. The downside is that this 
arrangement, once set up, is irrevocable, and your life estate generally 
cannot be transferred to anyone else.

What Else to Know About Avoiding Probate

With all of  these strategies for avoiding probate, you should remember 
that assets not included in probate can still be included in your gross es-
tate for determining tax liability. There are some exceptions. For example, 
only 50 percent of  JTWROS accounts are included in your estate if  the 
only other tenant is your spouse, and there is ordinarily no estate tax on 
the included portion if  your spouse is a U.S. citizen. However, if  the joint 
tenants have a relationship other than marriage, the surviving tenant must 
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prove he or she made contributions to the account or contributed to the 
purchase of  the property. If  he or she cannot, the entire value counts to-
ward the deceased tenant’s total estate. It is important to keep these types 
of  rules in mind for each account when formulating estate tax strategies. 
(For more information on transfer taxes, see Chapter 6.)

As previously mentioned, state regulations play a large role in the treat-
ment of  property. For example, community property states are states in 
which assets acquired during marriage are automatically considered joint, 
unless the owner can prove the separation of  ownership (such as a car 
purchased in one individual’s name, prior to the marriage). As a general 
rule, any income earned by one spouse is considered to be half  earned 
by the other spouse. Oddly, unless right of  survivorship is specified by 
law by using the titling “community property with right of  survivorship,” 
community property is typically subject to probate, even if  the property 
is bequeathed to the decedent’s spouse. Currently, the following states 
are considered community property states: Arizona, California, Idaho, 
Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin. In 
Alaska, couples may opt-in for community property law, or may follow 
common law as used in other states.

 
Wills

 
Why are wills so important? As discussed earlier, your will is the prima-

ry document that directs how your assets will be distributed via the pro-
bate process. A person with no valid will is “intestate,” which means that 
since you have no will it is the probate court’s responsibility to distribute 
your assets according to law. This is generally a very undesirable scenario, 
as the intestate laws that dictate how your assets will be distributed can 
often be very different from your actual desires.

The specifics of  how this is accomplished vary from state to state, but 
all states have intestacy laws. Many states base their statutes on the 1990 
Uniform Probate Code, which specifies that close relatives are recog-
nized prior to distant relatives in roughly the following order:

 
1.  A surviving spouse

2.  Children or direct descendants

3.  Parents

4.  Descendants of  parents (siblings, nieces or nephews)

5.  Grandparents
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6.  Descendants of  grandparents (aunts or uncles, first cousins)
 
Adopted descendants are usually treated as equal to biological descen-

dants for probate purposes. If  none of  these relations exist or can be 
found, the deceased’s property goes to the state; none will go to unrelated 
beneficiaries or to charity. Even if  your loved ones know your wishes, 
intestate succession applies unless a valid will can be produced.

If  there is a living spouse, he or she is usually entitled to all or most 
of  the net estate – the amount left after all debts, taxes and administra-
tive expenses have been paid. However, even if  you intend to leave your 
entire estate to your spouse and have relatively simple financial affairs, it 
is still recommended that you leave a will to avoid complications in the 
probate process and reduce expenses.

The first major choice to make when creating a will is whether you will 
write the will yourself  or hire a lawyer to draft it for you. If  your estate is 
very simple, or if  you plan to leave everything to only a few beneficiaries, 
you can probably write your own. Books and software are both widely 
available to help you create a legally sound document. For a complex 
estate, or if  you have very specific objectives to accomplish, consulting a 
professional can be worthwhile to ensure your wishes are honored legally 
and without contest.

Whether you write your own or hire a professional, you will want to 
know what is usually included in a will. For starters, remember clarity and 
specificity are usually best. 

 
Your will should:

• Establish your identity and domicile (see Chapter 14 for more infor-
    mation on domicile)

• Revoke any former wills

• Name an executor

• Name guardians for any children who are minors

• State your preference for how to pay any debts or taxes owed by the 
    estate

• Provide for any pets*

• Confirm your wishes for any established living trusts
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Your will should not:

• Include conditions for your gifts (e.g. “I leave my primary residence 
    to my son provided he is employed at the time of  my death”)**

• Include detailed instructions for your memorial service or final ar-
    rangements

• Express wishes regarding non-probate assets, such as a POD ac-  
    count or an IRA

• Arrange directly for the care of  a beneficiary with special needs***
 
* You cannot leave assets or property directly to a pet. However, you 

can name a new caregiver, and then name that person a beneficiary for 
assets used to take care of  the pet.

** Placing conditions on your bequests is legally complicated, and usu-
ally leads to problems. Certain conditions, including marriage, divorce or 
a change of  religion, are legally prohibited. If  you want bequests to be 
subject to such conditions, you may want to consider an incentive trust.

*** If  you have a beneficiary with special needs, it is generally safer to 
set up a special needs trust.

There are also a few steps you can take to make sure your will stands up 
in court. In some states, certain steps are mandatory, but doing more than 
required makes the document even more legally sound. For example, you 
should type your will. In some states, handwritten wills are invalid, but 
even if  they are permissible, they can be hard to read and easy to miscon-
strue. Once your will is complete, sign and date it. Have two witnesses 
sign as well. The witnesses do not need to know the will’s contents unless 
you wish them to, and can be any competent adults (though usually they 
cannot be beneficiaries named in the will). Though having your will no-
tarized is optional in most states, including a self-proving affidavit signed 
by a notary public will help your will’s legal standing. For your will to be 
valid, it should also be clear you are of  sound mind and acting of  your 
own volition, without undue influence or fraud.

Once you have a valid will, it is important to keep it up-to-date. If  
there has been a major change in your personal life, such as a marriage, 
a divorce, the death of  a loved one, a move to a new state or abroad, or 
a major change in financial circumstances involving you or one of  your 
beneficiaries, you should make sure your wishes reflect these changes. 
You should also review your will if  there has been a change in tax law, 
estate law, or the laws governing probate or trusts. And, of  course, if  
you simply change your mind about the distribution of  your assets, you 
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should change your will promptly to reflect your new decisions.

Fiduciaries
 
A fiduciary is a person or institution that you grant the power to act on 

your behalf, or to administer your affairs according to your wishes. Fidu-
ciary duty is a fiduciary’s legal obligation to act on your behalf  in good 
faith. In your estate plan, you will likely have several people or institutions 
that fall under the category of  fiduciary.

Executor

Perhaps the most important fiduciary is your executor. This individual, 
sometimes also called a personal representative or an administrator, is the 
person responsible for administering your estate in accordance with your 
will. Assuming you name an executor in your will, a probate judge will 
honor your wishes unless there is a reason the person cannot legally serve 
or is disqualified through legal contest. If  you die without a valid will, the 
probate judge will designate an executor according to the state’s statutes.

 
An executor has many responsibilities, which may include:

• Locating and proving the validity of  your will

How should my will address my digital estate?

As part of your estate planning documents, you should include 
a list of all online accounts and passwords for your executor. 
Your will can stipulate what should be done with email and oth-
er online accounts at your death. Absent that, it may be very 
difficult for an executor to deal with digital vendors. As of this 
writing, only seven states have laws addressing online estate 
planning, so in most cases the service contract between the 
deceased and the online vendor will dictate what powers an 
executor may have over an online account.

-DW

David's Advice
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• Finding and contacting beneficiaries

• Filing all required documents with the probate court

• Locating and protecting probate assets

• Obtaining appraisals for probate assets

• Determining and overseeing the payment of  debts

• Assessing tax liability for income and estate taxes; filing related re-
    turns

• Gathering date of  death values for non-probate assets (if  your estate 
    is subject to tax)

• Paying estate expenses until the estate is closed

• Investing the estate’s assets until they can be distributed to benefi-
    ciaries

• Overseeing the distribution of  the net estate to beneficiaries
 
As you can see, serving as executor entails a great deal of  responsibility 

and work, so choosing an executor is a decision to which you should give 
serious consideration. You should choose someone who you know to 
be trustworthy, fair, honest, and capable of  fulfilling the entire fiduciary 
duty. Your executor should also be practical and organized. The execu-
tor’s tasks will involve a great deal of  paperwork and important deadlines, 
and you don’t want to select someone who will find the job completely 
overwhelming. The executor need not be a financial or business expert, 
however. Executors are entitled, and usually are well served, to obtain 
advice from legal and financial counsel and other experts. A good execu-
tor is someone who knows how and when to seek such advice, and to 
follow it.

If  possible, you may also want to choose someone who lives nearby, 
or at least in the same state. Some states require your executor be a resi-
dent, but even for those that do not, your executor will probably need to 
remain available to conduct estate business for quite some time. Select-
ing someone who lives near you can save your executor both stress and 
travel.

It is best to think of  the position of  executor not as an honor you 
bestow but rather a request you make of  someone close to you. You 
are handing the person you select a large and complicated task. As such, 
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you shouldn’t simply designate a spouse or a favorite adult child without 
thought, and you should certainly discuss your choice with whomever 
you ultimately select. If  you pick a family member or a friend, it is also 
wise to make sure you put your future executor in contact with your 
adviser or attorney. Give your adviser or attorney the name and contact 
information of  your selected executor as well. If  the executor decides to 
hire legal help, he or she will then have the option of  approaching some-
one you trust, who already understands your affairs.

You also have the option to name more than one executor. This has 
some advantages. The executors can serve as checks and balances against 
one another’s potential errors or inclination to secrecy, or can offer com-
plementary skills or knowledge. Having more than one executor also re-
lieves each individual of  some of  the burdens they would otherwise face. 
However, be cautious with this decision. If  the executors disagree, you 
risk deadlock or, in a worst case, litigation. This is particularly the case 
when the executors are potentially adverse parties, such as a surviving 
spouse and a child from a prior marriage. Disagreements can lead to 
added time, and poor communication can lead to mistakes. Having more 
than one executor can also result in added expense in the form of  fees.

It is also possible to name an institution, such as a bank with a trust 
department, as your executor. Some people choose this route because 
institutions offer expert management that an individual executor may not 
be able to provide. Since they must be licensed, they are held to a high 
fiduciary standard. Also, an institution is more likely to be neutral and 
unaffected by the emotions of  various beneficiaries. The downside to an 
institution as executor, however, is that they can be inflexible and gener-
ally have no historical knowledge of  family dynamics. They will be rigid 
in their interpretation of  your will, and are very likely to be expensive. In 
certain cases, it can also lead to long delays due to a committee approach 
to decision-making or because of  legal requirements that would not bind 
an individual executor.

Ultimately, the selection of  an executor rests on your particular situa-
tion and priorities. Once you’ve selected an executor, it is wise to discuss 
your choice not only with the future executor and your attorney, but also 
with family members and loved ones. It is better to cut the element of  
surprise for those close to you, so that when the time comes, emotions 
can stay in check and no one contests your wishes during probate.

Besides an executor, you may need to select other fiduciaries in your es-
tate planning process. Perhaps the most important for parents of  young 
children is selecting an alternative legal guardian. Guardians will have the 
legal authority to care for your children after your death. If  you do not 
select a guardian and one is necessary, the probate court will assign a 
guardian for you (usually a close family member if  one is able to serve). 
However, this is not a decision you will want to leave to chance. Your chil-
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dren’s guardians should be willing to serve; you should also be sure that 
they are physically, financially and emotionally able to properly care for 
your children. You may also want to consider geographical factors such 
as how far your children would need to relocate.

If  you choose to set up one or more trusts, you will need to select trust-
ees. For a minor child’s trust, this is often the same person you select to 
be the child’s guardian. Regardless, a trustee should be reliable, and you 
should know he or she is willing and able to carry out the trust’s terms. 
The trustee should also be financially responsible. Depending on a trust’s 
size, an institution or an individual with professional financial experience 
may be the best choice. However, as with selecting an executor, trusted 
family members or friends are often better choices than institutions as 
they can be more flexible and cognizant of  family dynamics. 

Others who have a fiduciary duty in your estate plan may include legal 
or financial advisers and your health care proxy or attorney in fact (see 
Chapter 3). These individuals may be people you appoint, or they may 
be people you choose to hire, but you must select them in one way or 
another. You should make your choices carefully.

There are several requirements a person must meet before he or she 
can serve as an individual fiduciary. He or she must be an adult; depend-
ing on the state, this can mean over the age of  18 or over 21. Your family 
members are almost always allowed to act as fiduciaries, but friends may 
or may not be, depending on state law. Executors may need to be U.S. citi-
zens, depending on the requirements of  their position and your location. 

Key Responsibilities of an Executor

	  	  

What	  does	  
an	  executor	  

do?	  

Locates	  and	  proves	  the	  
validity	  of	  your	  will.	  

Finds	  and	  contacts	  the	  
beneficiaries.	  

Files	  all	  required	  
documents	  with	  the	  

probate	  court.	  

Determines	  and	  oversees	  
the	  payment	  of	  debts.	  

Assesses	  tax	  liability	  for	  
income	  and	  estate	  taxes;	  

files	  related	  returns.	  

Pays	  estate	  expenses	  
un@l	  the	  estate	  is	  closed.	  
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Also, an executor may not be a convicted felon. Professional advisers, 
such as an attorney, accountant or financial planner, can generally serve 
as executors, though they sometimes choose not to because of  increased 
costs (increased liability insurance, for example) or due to real or per-
ceived conflicts of  interest. Institutional executors can generally serve in 
any state in which they are licensed. Some trusts may have further specific 
fiduciary requirements, so you should make sure your fiduciary choices 
fulfill them to avoid having your selections barred from serving on legal 
grounds.

Fiduciary compensation will depend upon the fiduciary’s role, among 
other factors. For an executor, you may specify or restrict compensation 
in your will. For intestate estates, the probate court will determine the 
appropriate executor’s fee. Some states provide specific rules about com-
pensating an executor, while others simply provide guidelines. If  the fee 
is set by state law, an executor may be entitled to an extraordinary fee for 
services above and beyond what is generally expected. The fee may also 
be affected by whether there is more than one executor, or if  the execu-
tor is an institution. If  your executor is also your attorney, he or she may 
only charge one lump sum, though whether this is allowed varies by state. 
Generally, executors are also entitled to reimbursement if  they pay fees 
or expenses out of  pocket while administering the estate. Note however, 
that one should give careful consideration if  you are going to be overly 
restrictive in allowing fiduciaries to be properly compensated for their 
services in your estate planning documents, as this could limit the parties 
who are willing to accept such responsibilities when it comes time for 
them to serve.

 
Conclusion

 
While this chapter cannot exhaustively cover a subject as complex as 

estate planning, it should provide a solid foundation on the issues you 
should consider and the initial steps you should take. Further informa-
tion is available to the layperson through books and the Internet, and 
for complex affairs or large estates, a trustworthy attorney and financial 
planner is invaluable. Whatever your estate plan, once you have recorded 
your wishes and set up the appropriate vehicles, be vigilant about keeping 
them up-to-date. You should revisit your plans often, if  only to make sure 
that they still reflect what you want.

A good estate plan is both comprehensive and flexible. Not only will it 
protect and provide for the people and causes most important to you, it 
will give you peace of  mind. 


